Abstract -An efficient implementation of a Huffman code is based on the Shannon-Fano construction. An important question is: how complex is such an implementation. In the past authors have considered this question assuming an ordered source symbol alphabet. For of the compression of blocks of binary symbols this ordering must be performed explicitly and it turns out to be the complexity bottleneck.
I. THE HUFFMAN-SHANNON-FANO CODE
We consider a binary, memoryless source {X,}El with Pr{X, = 1) = p 5 f . The Huffman-Shannon-Fano ( H S F ) codes [l] that we shall consider are described as follows.
First assign to each block 2" a unique index i ( 9 ) E {0,1,. . . , 2" -1) such that for all pairs of blocks x", y n E
{0,1}" holds
. . , Wzn-1 be a vector of code word lengths such that: -g satisfies Kraft's inequality with equality; - We shall use the notation w-for the shortest, and w+ for the longest code word length.
From Nemetz and Simon [3] we know that for all xn holds
and with the fact that Pr{On} = -nlog,(l -p ) and Pr{ln) = -n log, p we obtain that 
COMPLEXITY CONSIDERATIONS
Storage complezsty: We shall consider only the storage requirements for the encoding (and decoding) of a block x".
So, we do not take into account the cost of the preprocessing (designing the code).
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lThis work was performed during a visit at the Information Tame complexity: We require that the total time complexity is (3 (n) . Again we only consider the encoding and decoding cost and not the preprocessing cost.
Usually, but not always, we can interchange storage and time complexity by adding more units to perform more operations in parallel thus increasing the storage complexity while decreasing the time complexity and vice versa.
CONCLUSIONS
The storage complexity of the HSF code is bounded by the cost of indexing the source sequence. This is a fact that is ignored in the Computer-Science literature where one is concerned with an efficient determination of the codeword lengths. However that is a one time only problem, while for the encoding and decoding one needs the indexing once per codeword.
Summarizing the complexity:
The cost of the code word generation. When we store the base array the time complexity is (3 (1) and the storage cost is (3 (n') bits. We also showed that it is possible to compute the base values when we need them in (3 (n) time. The storage cost then is (3 (n) because we must save the resulting codeword.
